VIRTUAL CLASSES

FUNDAMENTALS OF ACTING
Sep 1 & 15, Oct 6 & 20, Nov 3 & 17, Dec 1 & 15
5-6 PM | Zoom

SAT PREP COURSE
Sep 14, 17, 21, 24, 28 & Oct 1
5-6 PM | Gotomeeting

CRAFTS FOR CANINES
Tue Sep 15 | 2-3:30 PM
Adobe Connect

See all our virtual and distance-safe enrichment, learning and entertainment resources at WPPL.org
CREATIVE ARTS

Fundamentals of Acting
TUESDAYS | SEP 1 & 15, OCT 6 & 20, NOV 3 & 17, DEC 1 & 15 | 5-6 PM | ZOOM
Grades 5-12. Learn the basics of stage acting, how to inhabit characters, play with your fellow actors and the audience. This class is great if you want to develop stage experience and how to be comfortable speaking to an audience. Enroll in the first class to attend the full series.
CLICK TO ENROLL

Drawing and Cartooning: Shapes, Shading and Shadows
TUE SEP 8 | 5-6 PM | GOTO会议
Grades 5-7. Local artist Caleigh Gilfillan teaches you the basics of drawing in this monthly series. You’ll learn a different style in each session, and you are invited to bring suggestions based on your interests. Beginners welcome!
CLICK TO ENROLL

Kawaii Clay Charm
WED SEP 9 | 5-6 PM | YOUTUBE
Grades 5-12. Keep calm and bring the Japanese culture of cuteness into your life by making either a bitty book or a teeny taco clay charm. Reserve your project kit and receive the virtual class link. Tell us on the enrollment form which charm you’d like to make.
CLICK TO ENROLL

Toddler Art: Contact Paper Collage
THU SEP 10 | 11:30 AM-12 PM | YOUTUBE
Ages 1-3. Paint, glue, color and create! Young children will enjoy stories, songs and exploring age-appropriate art experiences. This will be a virtual/at home class. Reserve a project kit with materials and instructions and to receive the virtual class link.
CLICK TO ENROLL

Say It with Art: Fields of Color
THU SEP 10 | 3:30-4:30 PM | YOUTUBE
Grades K-4. Tweens. We will read and learn about the artist Helen Frankenthaler and make a splash with paint. Reserve a project kit with materials and instructions and to receive the virtual class link.
CLICK TO ENROLL

Crafts for Canines!
TUE SEP 15 | 2-3:30 PM | ADOBE CONNECT
Ages 18+. Supply your own t-shirt to make an octopus, donut, braided chew toy and stuffed heart in this virtual class. Your completed toys will be donated to Pet Alliance of Orlando. Sign up with your email address; you’ll receive the link one-hour before class. You’ll be notified when your supplies are ready.
CLICK TO ENROLL

Crafty Kids: DIY Straw Bracelets
WED SEP 16 | 3-4 PM | YOUTUBE
Grades K-5. Explore the world of arts and crafts and join in the fun of expressing yourself through art. This will be a virtual/at home class. Reserve a project kit with materials and instructions and to receive the virtual class link.
CLICK TO ENROLL

Creative Crafters Fiber Arts Club
WED SEP 16 | 6:30-7:30 PM | GOTO会议
Ages 8-Adult. Do you enjoy knitting, crocheting or any type of fiber art? Then this is the club for you. Bring your projects, relax with friends and exchange ideas. Beginner and intermediate crafters welcome. Enroll online and join with the virtual class link.
CLICK TO ENROLL

Booked with the Cook: Redwall
SAT SEP 26 | 12 PM | YOUTUBE
Ages 18+. Get started creating your own Abbey Feast with all your favorite treats from the Redwall Series! Learn about the foods and history of Brian Jacques fantastic fantasy realm.
CLICK TO ENROLL

Little Hands Do: Craft Stick Plane
WED SEP 30 | 1:30-1:45 PM | YOUTUBE
Ages 2-5. Get your hands dirty in this hands-on project where we will make and create from scratch. This will be a virtual/at home class. Reserve a project kit with materials and instructions and to receive the virtual class link.
CLICK TO ENROLL

FILM & MUSIC

Life Screenings: The Virtual Edition
SUN SEP 13 | 3:15-4:45 PM
ZOOM, FACEBOOK LIVE
Ages 18+. Explore humanity through film, followed by engaging conversation, in this monthly showcase of short films. For more information, contact Banks Helfrich at bankshelfrich@gmail.com. View the event at https://www.facebook.com/BanksHelfrich/ and https://www.facebook.com/LifeScreenings.
CLICK TO ENROLL

Global Peace Film Festival
MON SEP 21 – SUN OCT 4 | VARIOUS TIMES | ONLINE
Ages 18+. This year’s festival offers a variety of programming, with the majority accessible online. Find schedule and ticket information at https://peacefilmfest.org/.
CLICK TO ENROLL

HEALTH & LIVING

Prep for the Polls
FRIDAYS | 10 AM
FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM AND YOUTUBE
Ages 18+. Learn how to go behind the headlines, memes and social media to find facts about candidates and their campaigns. Sessions range from 6-15 minutes.
**STORIES, LANGUAGE & LIT**

**OneBlood: Donate@WPPL**

**TUE SEP 1 | 11 AM-4 PM**
**LIBRARY PARKING LOT**

*Ages 16+. One Blood’s Little Red Bus will be in the Library parking lot from 11AM-4PM welcoming blood donations from donors 16 years old and older. For details, visit www.oneblood.org/about-donating/blood-donor-basics.

**Worm Bin Composting**

**SAT SEP 12 | 1-3 PM | GOTOSESSION**

*Ages 18+. Learn how to use nature’s digesters to help eliminate food waste and produce nutrient-rich compost for your garden or house plants. O-town Compost will demonstrate how easy it is to start and maintain a worm bin.

**Stories with Ms. Shanna**

**TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS | 10:30-11 AM**
**FACEBOOK**

*Ages birth to 5. Join Ms. Shanna for stories, songs and rhymes designed to introduce young children to the joys of language and literature and to build letter knowledge, vocabulary and narrative skills. No enrollment required.

**Story Sacks for Kids**

**STARTING SEP 1**

*Ages 3-9. If you’re familiar with Bookroo, Owl Post Books or Little Box of Books then you’ll love what we’re doing, for free! Sign up each month to get a Story Sack containing selected books (based on your input) with related activities and surprises.

**Book Box Service for Teens**

**STARTING SEP 1**

*Grades 8-12. Have you heard about subscription services like OwlCrate or Once Upon a Book Club? For a monthly fee, these services send you a package containing one book and a few treats to go along with it. Winter Park Library has rolled out a similar service just for teens and it is completely FREE! Sign up each month to get one of these book boxes. Each box will contain one surprise book (selected and checked out especially for you based on your input) and a selection of snacks and surprises.

**CLICK TO SUBSCRIBE**

**Cuentos y Cantos**

**VIERNES 4 Y 18 DE SEPTIEMBRE | 10-10:15 AM**
**FACEBOOK**

*Edades recién nacidos-5 años. Participen en la hora de cuentos bilingües preparada por la Señorita Nikole, que incorporará historias, canciones y rimas infantiles de nuestra cultura en inglés y español. No se requiere inscripción.

**Tales and Songs**

**FRI SEP 4 & 18 | 10-10:15 AM | FACEBOOK**

*Grades Birth-5. Join Ms. Nikole for a bilingual storytime that incorporates both English and Spanish, while introducing Hispanic/Latino cultures, stories and rhymes. No enrollment required.

**Stroll ‘n Read**

**SAT SEP 5 | 8 AM-1 PM**
**WINTER PARK FARMERS’ MARKET**

*All Ages. Enjoy reading a story page by page while strolling through the Farmers’ Market. Look for a new story each month!

**Virtually Booked**

**FRI SEP 11 | 2-3 PM | GOTOSESSION**

*Grades 18+. Join Community Librarian, Jody, for this new book club that will explore contemporary works of fiction and nonfiction each month. This month: The Lady from the Black Lagoon by Mallory O’Meara available on Hoopla.

**Teen Book Guild Meeting**

**WED SEP 16 | 5-6 PM | GOTOSESSION**

*Grades 8-12. Love to read, talk or write about YA books? Earn volunteer hours by spreading that love to other teens.

**TECH, GAMING & INNOVATION**

**Your Online Office**

**WED SEP 2 | 11 AM-12 PM**
**FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM AND YOUTUBE**

*Grades 18+. Using Word, Excel and PowerPoint on the go has never been easier, and it’s free! Watch and learn how to create and store files in the cloud service, Google Drive. The class handout is also attached. No registration is necessary.

**Microsoft Excel Intermediate**

**WED SEP 2 | 3-4:30 PM | VIRTUAL TRAINING**

*Grades 18+. Work on selecting advanced formatting options, utilizing multiple sheets and applying formulas or functions. Your email address is required at sign up. We'll send you the Adobe Connect link approximately 1 hour before the class starts.

**CLICK TO ENROLL**

**Dungeons and Dragons**

**SUN SEP 13 AND 27 | 2-4 PM**
**ROLL20 AND ZOOM**

*Grades 5-12. Battle monsters, solve mysteries and write your own heroic epic! Our friends at Hero Spark will lead you through the fundamentals of this popular tabletop role playing game, with a creative writing spin. Each class in this series will be a self-contained, one-session game. Participants must sign up for each session they plan to attend separately. All levels welcome!

**CLICK TO ENROLL**

**STEM Lab: Straw Rocket**

**MON SEP 14 | 4-5 PM | YOUTUBE**

*Grades K-5. Take part in hands-on, minds-on exploration of science, technology, engineering and math concepts. Together we’ll explore, create and discover through challenges, experiments and projects. This will be a virtual/ at home class. Reserve a project kit with materials and instructions and to receive the virtual class link.

**CLICK TO ENROLL**
Mind Your Business
WED SEP 16 | 11 AM-12 PM
FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM AND YOUTUBE
Ages 18+. Thinking of starting a business or want a step up on your competition? Watch and learn how to leverage free library services to make you stand out from the crowd. No registration is necessary.

Facebook Basics
TUE SEPT 22 | 2-3:30 PM | ADOBE CONNECT
Ages 18+. The most popular social media tool will help you reconnect with old friends and family. Learn the ins and outs in this beginner class. Your email address is required at sign up. We’ll send you the Adobe Connect link approximately 1 hour before the class starts.

Cutting the Cord
WED SEPT 16 | 3-4:30 PM | VIRTUAL TRAINING
Ages 18+. Ready to ditch your cable TV? Learn how to navigate popular streaming services, decipher terminology and more. Email is required to enroll. We’ll send you the Adobe Connect link approximately 1 Hour before the class starts.

Android Basics
WED SEPT 23 | 3-4:30 PM | VIRTUAL TRAINING
Ages 18+. Learn how to turn this “robot-in-your-pocket” into a well-oiled machine, answering your every beck and call. Your email address is required at sign up. We’ll send you the Adobe Connect link approximately 1 hour before the class starts.

Full STEAM Ahead: Storybook STEAM
SAT SEP 19 | 130-2:30 PM | YOUTUBE
Ages 3-6. Enjoy activities that build STEAM - Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math. This will be a virtual/at home class. Reserve a project kit with materials and instructions and to receive the virtual class link.

Facebook Intermediate
TUE SEPT 29 | 2-3:30 PM | ADOBE CONNECT
Ages 18+. Personalize your profile by learning how to upload photos and create albums, add interests, control your newsfeed and more. Your email address is required at sign up. We’ll send you the Adobe Connect link approximately 1 hour before this virtual class starts.

Android Intermediate
WED SEPT 30 | 3-4:30 PM | VIRTUAL TRAINING
Ages 18+. Take your Android experience to the next level with advanced techniques to transform your daily use. Your email address is required at sign up. We’ll send you the Adobe Connect link approximately 1 hour before the class starts.

iPhone & iPad Basics
WED SEPT 30 | 3-4:30 PM | VIRTUAL TRAINING
Ages 18+. Learn how to add email addresses, use your Calendar like a pro and discover apps that can keep the dreaded “Iphone Storage Full” message from popping up. Your email address is required at sign up. We’ll send you the Adobe Connect link approximately 1 hour before the class starts.

Phone and Tablet Basics
TUE OCT 6 | 2-3:30 PM | ADOBE CONNECT
Ages 18+. Learn how to use your phone or tablet to its full potential. Bring your device to class. Your email address is required at sign up. We’ll send you the Adobe Connect link approximately 1 hour before the class starts.

CLASS & EVENT INFO
The Library is open limited hours until further notice: MON-SAT 12 PM-6PM. All classes are FREE, and unless otherwise specified, do not require a library card to enroll. ALL classes and events require sign up, unless otherwise specified. You must click the event title to sign up and participate in virtual offerings and get the class link. Those not enrolled may not be allowed to participate.

To enroll in classes or events, visit wppl.org/events, select the class or event, and fill out the online form.

YOUR LIBRARY GOES WHERE YOU GO!
eBooks and audiobooks, streaming TV, movies and music, premium research tools, digital magazines, and more are available 24/7. To learn more, go to WPPL.org.